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t should come as no surprise

His task was to transform the space from

d'art was no easy task, its installation was

Another bedroom reflects the owner's

that this Nassim Park penthouse

house to home, bringing light into darker

actually the biggest challenge. "It took 30

love for purple: the colour is used for the

nabbed the Asia-Pacific award for

areas and creating bespoke furnishings

men to carry this onto the site," Woo recalls.

bedroom's walls, carpet and upholstery.

Best Interior Design Apartment

tailored to suit the space.

"My heart was in my throat as they carried it

Colour also plays an important role in the

Singapore at the 2013 International

To-create a truly extraordinary
abode, Woo filled the space with
exquisitely crafted furnishings.

Property Awards.
The interiors of this four-bedroom
apartment were conceived by Cameron
Woo Design for an overseas client who often
came to Singapore for business. Located in

One of the first pieces Woo conceived for

a prestigious development and boasting

this project was a decorative screen made

a private pool, the penthouse had a good

of bronze, mirror, rock crystal, mother-of

framework to begin with.

pearl, capiz shell and shagreen. Placed in

,,.

up two flights of stairs, over a wall and over

reading room, which features a vivid yellow

the swimming pool!"

armchair and matching trellis wallpaper.

Other st ylish, one-of-a-kind pieces

In the bathroom of the master bedroom,

include an oval dining table with a

a bespoke dressing table hewn from solid

hammered bronze base bathed in nickel

coconut wood bears striking drawer fronts

Purple - the owner's favourite colour
- is used for the walls, carpet and
upholstery in one of the bedrooms.

clad in tortoiseshell. The bedroom itself is a

It was already fitted out with the best

the foyer, this screen replaces a solid wall

materials and finishes, says principal

and brings natural light into the living

designer Cameron \Voo. "The bathrooms arc

room. "I wanted one to arrive and gasp at

of lacquer for a lustrous piano finish; and

this scintillating screen in this intimate and

the desk, bcdhead and nightstands in the

glamorous foyer," he explains.

daughter's bedroom, made with highly

fabulous - full-slab Calacatta marble walls
and floors with huge stainless steel-framed
glass shower pivot doors."

Cameron Woo
Design created

seating clusters to

ofler nexible and
intimate spaces.

While designing and making this objet
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and a hand-polished top with over 12 layers

polished Makassar ebony.

sight to behold, with beautiful l�andpainted
silk wallpaper and an oversized bedhead
Above from
left: a Bulgari
necklace inspired
1he design of the
foyer's cuslom
made screen; the

rcacling room was

conceived as
a quiet and
intimate retreat.

giving the room a definitive wow factor.
These exquisite furnishings and a
tasteful blend of modern and classic styles
add up to an extraordinary abode. "The
client wanted the apartment to be stunning,"
says \Voo. His answer: "Enough said. Let the
show begin." www.cwd.com.au •fllll·
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